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BACKGROUND AND BUSINESS CONTEXT  

Currently the desire of creation “green building” becomes more and more common. Usually, it 
consists in connecting an efficient building to a “microgrid”.  
A microgrid is a group of interconnected loads and distributed energy resources within clearly 
defined electrical boundaries that acts as a single controllable entity with respect to the grid.  
A microgrid can connect and disconnect from the grid to enable it to operate in both grid-connected 
or island mode. 
 
In order to design our “green environment” we need: 

- A modelling for our building architecture  
- A study of photovoltaic (PV) installation possible for our building 
- To design our microgrid (addition of wind turbines, battery, genset…) 

 

As of today, tools are available to achieve such a design: 

 

The building architecture  

The building architecture can be represented using Building Information Modeling (BIM). It is 

composed of several files giving information on the physical and functional characteristics of a 

facility. 

From a very early design stage a building project can be: 

1. The building volumes and shapes can be drafted. Tools such as Form it from Autodesk or 

sketch up  

 

 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iRzAuuxj-sU 

 

2. Geolocalized using a GIS system  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YAPzH438MCM 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iRzAuuxj-sU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YAPzH438MCM
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3. With the volumes, shapes and building position it is possible to simulate shades and solar 

inputs  

 

 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V-Rqu_wC48I 

 

 

The self-generation capacity ie. the study of Photovoltaic installation  

The goal of the study of Photovoltaic installation is to simulate different photovoltaic installation 

scenarios on a building, taking into account the location, the orientation, etc. It will then deliver for 

each scenario the occupied surfaces, the estimated photovoltaic production generation profile, the 

photovoltaic investment CAPEX as well as the incentives.  

The workflow can be:  

1. Identify the surfaces where PV panels installation is possible / accepted by the architect.  

2. Study installation cost per surface. 

3. Estimate production for each surface, taking into account location, typical weather profile, 

orientation, shading and system efficiency. 

4. For a target production (Peak power? Yearly energy?), identify the best surfaces and 

compute the overall power production profile as well as investment cost and incentives. 

 

The design of the Micro grid architecture 
A microgrid design and sizing tool will use load and renewable profile, energy rate as well as other 
Distributed Energy Resources (DER) hypothesis (Genset, Co-generation unit, Battery). Running yearly 
simulation, such a tool will estimate the OPEX benefit of the microgrid. Combining this OPEX cost 
with CAPEX and incentives, the tool will deliver typical economic and environmental KPIs that will be 
used to evaluate the performance of the microgrid. Running multiple simulations for different sizes 
will allow to select the optimal solution. 
Several public or commercial tools are available for the design and sizing of microgrid (Schneider 
Electric MicroGrid Design Tool, HOMER Grid, Geli Esyst, EnergyTool Base…).  
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V-Rqu_wC48I
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Building modeling technology BIM coupled with simulation tools offers the capacity to enter 

generative design approach of the building with iteration of different scenarios to define the best 

architecture. 

 

 

 

 

 

The dashed arrow represents the opportunity for generative design that is to say updating the BIM 

thanks to PV design and MicroGrid design outputs.  

Microgrid design 
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PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Currently there are tools and solutions available to perform each of the steps detailed on the 

BACKGROUND AND BUSINESS CONTEXT section. Some examples are provided below: 

- Form-it or Revit BIM modelling for the building architecture 
- Mapdwell, Helioscope, PVsys for the study of photovoltaic installation 
- Schneider Electric Micro Grid Design Tool (MGDT), Geli e-syst, Homer Grid for the microgrid 

design 
 

However, today the decisions to engage the construction of an energy efficient building are not 
based only on one of these competencies, but on information coming from each one of them.  In 
other words, not only the decisions are based on technical solution performance and costs (Building 
shape, PV installation, Storage and energy management) but also on the energy cost and on the 
incentives. 
 
 
For this hackathon, Schneider Electric in association with Autodesk are proposing a challenge to 
promote green building and improve the capacity to build energy efficient buildings. 
 
Your mission during this challenge will be to find a solution to organize and simplify the data flow 
along the 3 steps and iterating for a maximum efficiency. 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

In other words, you will have to define how to get the best of each tool described above (what 
data to extract, what data to feed in, what additional data is needed, etc), in order to then iterate 

on several scenarios to find the optimal one 
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OUTCOMES 

Technical Outcomes 
  

➢ An end-to-end workflow definition considering the different competencies detailed above as 
well as any additional information. 
 

➢ The recommended platform(s) and technologies that would fit the solution 
 

➢ Conditions needed to integrate incentives (geographical, building type…) 
 

➢ The detail of the data exchanged between each tool. It may include the data 
type/format/standard to use and the explanation of their usage. 

 
➢ The detail of any additional/external information and the data source. It may include the 

data type/format/standard to use as well as the explanation of their utility. 
 

 

Business Outcomes 
 

In order to have a complete view of this challenge, below are the business outcomes you would be 

interested in thinking about: 

➢ Market: Is there a market? Is this a fast-growing market or a clear market trend? 
 

➢ Value chain: On the long term, where will the value be located in the value chain? Will the 
challenge’s market position be defensible 10 and 20 years into the future? 

 
➢ Clear path to capture value: Is the challenge in a good position to capture this value? How is 

the challenge going to build its future market position?  
 

➢ Disruptive innovation: Does the challenge create a breakthrough technology or business 
model instead of incremental improvements?  

 
➢ Distribution: Does the challenge have a way not just to create but deliver the product? How 

does the sales cycle look like? 
 

➢ Team: Is the team great? Experience, complementarity, execution capabilities. 
 

➢ Unfair advantage: Has the challenge identified a unique opportunity that others don’t see? 

 

Obviously, feel free to add any outcomes you think valuable for the challenge.  
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INFORMATION AND SUPPORTS 

In order to allow you to be successful during this hackathon, multiple information sources and 

supports will be available. 

Demos 
To start your challenge in the best possible conditions, demos on the different expertise will be 

provided at the beginning of the challenge. These short demos listed below, will provide you a 

concrete view and a quick understanding of the context. 

➢ Autodesk demo: understand the concept of BIM, what does information it provides 

➢ Mapdwell demo: how the PV design work, information to provide and outputs 

➢ HOMER pro demo: understand the microgrid design concept and its possibilities 

 

Supports 
During the hackathon people from Autodesk and Schneider Electric will support you on the BIM 

aspect, auto generative design and microgrid design tool. 

 

Information 
Here below are listed the provided information for the hackathon. 
 
 
 
BIM Information 
In this context a BIM model will not be provided because it is not the subject of the challenge. 

However, below are listed several information that can be extracted from a BIM modelisation of a 

building: 

- The shape of the building (more or less detailed: just the volumes if form-it or other 
preliminary design tool – very detailed if the building has been designed with revit or 
equivalent (shape position of windows, material etc …) 

- The geo placement of the building 
- The sun exposition of the facades 
- The shadow from nearby building if other buildings are modeled, like it can be in a smart 

city  
- The available surface where the architect considers PV panels can be installed  
- It is also possible to have some general info on energy consumption but very roughly 

 
➢ Discover BIM 

https://www.autodesk.com/solutions/bim/hub/what-is-bim#ad-whats-bim  

https://www.autodesk.com/campaigns/get-to-bim-discovery/get-started-guide-building  
 

 
PV design generation tool  
Helpful information and documentation are available on the links below: 
https://www.mapdwell.com/en/solar  
 
  

https://emea01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.autodesk.com%2Fsolutions%2Fbim%2Fhub%2Fwhat-is-bim%23ad-whats-bim&data=02%7C01%7CLoryne.Bissuel-Beauvais%40non.schneider-electric.com%7C9ee37f6c9a174536e1f308d6359abfa0%7C6e51e1adc54b4b39b5980ffe9ae68fef%7C0%7C0%7C636755337101140560&sdata=U3I5%2BhCUJVihsoOGpOV4ehtiYSHQKk3sYnaX6TCP7Uo%3D&reserved=0
https://www.autodesk.com/campaigns/get-to-bim-discovery/get-started-guide-building
https://www.mapdwell.com/en/solar
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Micro Grid Design Tool 
Helpful information and documentation are available below: 
 

➢ Schneider Electric paper and poster (in appendices) 
Optimal DER Sizing Using Microgrid Design Tool - Integrating Model Predictive Control Base 
Energy Management - A Case Study by Asif Anwar, Patrick Béguery, Peter Pflaum, Jackie 
Huynh, Jake Friedman. 
 

➢ Homer documentation 
https://www.homerenergy.com/products/grid/docs/1.2/index.html   

https://www.homerenergy.com/products/grid/docs/1.2/index.html
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Links 
For more details about the examples listed above, feel free to explore the websites listed below: 

Building architecture 

Autodesk https://www.autodesk.com/solutions/bim  
 
Trial license 
https://www.autodesk.co.uk/products/revit/free-trial 
https://www.autodesk.com/products/revit/free-trial 

PV design solution 

Mapdwell https://www.mapdwell.com/en/solar 

Helioscope https://www.helioscope.com/  

Microgrid Design Tool 

Schneider Electric Optimal DER Sizing Using Microgrid Design Tool - Integrating Model 
Predictive Control Base Energy Management - A Case Study by Asif Anwar, 
Patrick Béguery, Peter Pflaum, Jackie Huynh, Jake Friedman. 

Geli e-syst https://geli.net/  

Homer https://www.homerenergy.com/  

Generative Design 

Autodesk https://www.autodesk.com/solutions/generative-designcrogrid 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6RrmNS5yhlU  

 

 

 

Template for business outcomes 
 

 

  

 
 

https://www.autodesk.com/solutions/bim
https://emea01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.autodesk.co.uk%2Fproducts%2Frevit%2Ffree-trial&data=02%7C01%7CLoryne.Bissuel-Beauvais%40non.schneider-electric.com%7C9ee37f6c9a174536e1f308d6359abfa0%7C6e51e1adc54b4b39b5980ffe9ae68fef%7C0%7C0%7C636755337101160577&sdata=wawAHCXXVpq2W5t8LDU7JRbXBCUx%2FUzUenGlqZoOISs%3D&reserved=0
https://www.autodesk.com/products/revit/free-trial
https://www.mapdwell.com/en/solar
https://www.helioscope.com/
https://geli.net/
https://www.homerenergy.com/
https://www.autodesk.com/solutions/generative-designcrogrid
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6RrmNS5yhlU

